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touch-upconical pincap cover hinge
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bolt and bush  

A/B
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Place the bodies in the correct order on the frame. Couple 

the bodies with bolt A and bush B.
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Connect the bodies to the thin bottem from below using 
bolt (C).
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Remove the drawers, if present. To do this, grip the snappers
on the underside of the drawer and pull it forward.
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Place the finishing thin top on the bodies and connect it from 

the inside of the body using bolt (C) 



If necessary, it is possible to tighten or loosen the click system. 

The TIP ON on the drawer runner under the drawer can be 

adjusted using a screwdriver. 
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Adjust the doors, if desired:
A: adjusting the joints, horizontal positioning,
B: adjusting the depth, 
C: adjusting the height.
Finally, place the capcover on the hinge. 
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Place the cabinet in the desired position and level it by 

turning the adjustable feet by using the conical pin (E).

If nessesary tighten the turnbuckles under the sideboard.
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Adjust the flap, if desired:
A: adjusting the joints, horizontal positioning
C: adjusting the height.
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Place the drawers. To do this, pull the drawer runners out, 

place the drawers on them and slide them back in.
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Connect the thin sides from the inside of the body using 

bolt (C). 
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If necessary, the height of the drawer can be adjusted by 
means of the wedges underneath the drawer. The depth of 
the drawers can be adjusted by using the adjust feature on 
the drawer runners. 


